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Weak demand is the foremost challenge confronting India Inc; Reversing the
declining growth trajectory calls for bold and decisive action by the Government:
FICCI – Dhruva Advisors Survey
INVC NEWS
New Delhi,
The contraction seen in the country’s GDP in the ﬁrst quarter of the current ﬁscal is matter of great
concern and clearly underlines the need for a major stimulus to energise and strengthen demand in the
economy. As the Indian economy is progressively opening up in phases, businesses are seeing
improvement in some of their operational parameters. However, the setback that has been caused to
members of corporate India on account of covid-19 will require a much longer period before one sees an
improvement in performance on a sustained basis. Till that time, government and regulatory institutions
must continue lending strength to businesses through all possible additional measures as well as
improvising the already announced set of measures basis feedback from all stakeholders. These are the
key messages emanating from the latest round of FICCI – Dhruva Advisors survey that was conducted
amongst industry members during the month of August 2020.

Through this survey FICCI and Dhruva Advisors tried to capture the feedback of industry members on how
things are playing out on the ground given the successive announcements made by the government for
opening up of the economy as well as for stimulating growth.
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A comparative assessment of the results of the latest survey [August 2020] and the previous survey [June
2020] reﬂect the following:
• In June 2020, only 25% of the companies had reported that unlocking of the economy had a positive
impact on their order books, while in August 2020, 44% of the companies reported that their order books
have improved post opening up of the economy.

• In June 2020, only 21% of the companies had reported that unlocking had a positive impact on their
cashﬂows, while, in August 2020, 51% of the surveyed companies said that their cashﬂows have improved.

• In June 2020, 29% of the companies had said that unlocking of the economy had a positive impact on
their supply chains, while in August 2020, this ﬁgure jumped to 58%.

“Reviving the economy requires a sustained eﬀort, especially when we have seen that in the ﬁrst quarter
our GDP has suﬀered a major blow. In the absence of a major ﬁscal push on the demand side, we could
end up being stuck in a quagmire of low demand and low-income cycle. If we have to return to the positive
growth trajectory, the time for bold and decisive action is now”, said Dr. Sangita Reddy, President, FICCI.

Commenting on the survey Dinesh Kanabar, CEO, Dhruva Advisors said “The survey results are a reﬂection
of the improving state of the Indian economy, post the staggered unlocking. In the next phase, it is
imperative that the critical business parameters continue to improve in the future and are fast-tracked
with government support and stimulus. This will help the overall Indian economy to be back on the normal
growth trajectory faster. The government, by enhancing ﬁnancial liquidity in the system, should specially
focus on addressing weak demand, which has emerged as the foremost challenge being confronted by
India Inc.”

Survey results indicate that weak demand continues to be the key bottleneck for companies as nearly 68%
of the companies have reported this to be their biggest challenge. In fact, 41% of the companies have said
that their sales in August 2020 were less than 50% of their sales in August 2019. Another 21% said that
sales in August 2020 were between 50%-75% of the sales recorded in August 2019.
Survey participants also made a few suggestions on how demand can be supported in the economy and
some of the measures listed include additional cash transfers for migrant workers, poor and farmers;
temporary reduction in GST rates; increase in government procurement; front-ending

infrastructure projects and part funding of wages as has been done in other parts of the world to ensure
employment is sustained. Additionally, it was suggested that central government must come out with a
uniform policy for entry of tourists across diﬀerent states as movement of people will oil growth of the
domestic/regional economies. When asked for their views on the localised lockdowns across states, 84% of
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the surveyed companies reported that there was a ‘moderate to high impact’ on their operations on
account of localised lockdowns.
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The government backed Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS) has been a key driver of credit
growth during this challenging period. In June 2020, nearly 20% of the surveyed companies had reported
that ECLGS has had a beneﬁcial impact on businesses. In the current survey, we see a jump in this number
with 40% of the surveyed companies reporting ECLGS to be eﬀective and helping them deal with hardships
due to covid-19. In fact, the steps taken by the government to widen the ambit of the ECLGS scheme have
been much appreciated with a majority 55% of the surveyed companies acknowledging these as positive
measures.
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Besides ECLGS, participants were also asked for their views on the One Time Loan Restructuring scheme
announced by the Reserve Bank of India. 67% of the surveyed companies said that One Time Loan
Restructuring scheme will have a beneﬁcial impact on businesses. Even as experts work out the
framework for the implementation of this scheme, survey participants made the following suggestions for
making such a scheme robust and eﬀective:
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·
Standard accounts not in default for more than 60 days as on March 1, 2020 should be eligible for
restructuring.

Hospitality, tourism, retail, healthcare, real estate and aviation sectors need a special package.
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·
Wherever dues / receivables are pending from a government entity, either the government should
release the funds against the bank guarantee which will be part of the restructuring programme or the
government should guarantee the release of these funds so that special dispensation is available.
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